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Saturday 3pm: Crystals and Molecules
You have your third mini mission from Medi - to design her fabulous
friend, Crystal, and here you’ll find all the other details you need to take
part in this session of our sleepover. Join in with the ones that take your
fancy, or try them all. We think everyone can join in with all of these
activities.
We’d love to see some photos of Medi’s new friend and your crystals and
creations - you can post them on Facebook or email them to us at
info@girlguidingdundee.org.uk
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We’ll see you again at 5pm
when you’ll meet some of
Dundee’s

own

Female

Scientists, with their answers
to some of the questions
you’ve sent in.
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Grow your own Crystals
Molecules are really really, really tiny — so how do we know what they
look like? In WCAIR we use a technique called X-ray crystallography to
work out the structures of molecules. Why not have a go at growing your
own crystals?
The shape of the crystals we are going to grow is caused by the way the
atoms are arranged inside the crystal — we can’t see the atoms but we can
see the shapes they form.

Crystals, crystals everywhere…
SAFETY FIRST!

Be careful when using hot water — get an adult to help.
Make sure your crystal experiment is kept out of the
reach of pets (or your little brother). You need to keep
it open so be careful the liquid doesn’t spill, or get
drunk by your cat.

You will need

Salt
Warm (not boiling) water
Something clear and heat proof, like a drinking glass or
a jar
A spoon
A straw, or a pencil
Some thread
A paperclip, or a button, or a bead
Patience (a lot!)

We are going to dissolve as much salt as possible in the warm water. Warm
water will dissolve more salt than cold water, so as the water cools the
salt will come out of solution. The bead/button/paperclip will act as a
nucleation point — a place where crystals can start to form. By leaving the
container open, water will evaporate, also reducing the amount of salt
that can be dissolved.
Step 1. Tie some thread through
your paperclip (or button, or bead)
and tie it to your straw (or pencil),
so that the paperclip hangs close
the bottom of your jar. I’ve
squashed my straw so it won’t roll
off. Take it off before the next
step.
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Step 2. Carefully pour
some hot (not boiling)
water into your jar. Put
your straw back on to
make sure that your
paperclip
is
partially
inside the water, but then
take it off again!

Step 3. Start adding salt.
Add half a teaspoon at a time, stir until the salt dissolves, then add some
more. Keep adding salt until no more will dissolve. As a rough guide, I
used 75 ml of warm water and 18 g (4.5 teaspoons) of salt. If you add too
much salt, you can add a little bit more water.

Step 4. Now put your straw and
paperclip back on top. You could
tape your straw in place to stop it
rolling off. Put your crystal
growing experiment somewhere
safe, where your cat or little sister
won’t touch it. I know it’s
tempting, but don’t pick it up to
see what’s happening. You will get
better crystals if you don’t disturb
your solution! I’ve left mine on a
shelf in my kitchen. Now use your
patience and wait for your crystals
to form.
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Take it further
Try the same experiment with sugar. Do the crystals look the same? Try
adding food colouring to make different coloured crystals.
Geodes are hollow rocks filled with crystals. Use a clean egg shell as the
container for your crystallisation experiment, and just put a bead in the
bottom instead of suspending a paperclip, to make your own geode — this
could count towards your Investigating badge if you are a Guide.
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Modelling Molecules
Aim of Activity
To build your own 3D chemical structures.

About the Activity
At the level we can see them, medicines look like tablets, pills or liquids.
At a much smaller level, tinier than we can see, they have a much wider
variety of shapes. They’re often so tiny that we have to use special lab
equipment to know what they look like, but each type of medicine has its
own shape. They can have rings, lines, all sorts of shapes. They work in 3
dimensions!
We can model what they look like. There are modelling kits that you can
buy, but it’s also easy enough to do it with things you might find around
the house. Fruit can be a surprisingly useful tool for science!
Every medicine you take is made up different atoms. They are joined
together by chemical bonds, which are formed in chemical reactions. For
every type of atom, rules apply as to how many chemical bonds it can
form. These are the most common type of atoms in medicines:
Atom name

Chemical symbol

Number of bonds

Carbon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Hydrogen

C
N
O
H

4 bonds for each atom
3 bonds for each atom
2 bonds for each atom
1 bond for each atom

Common colour in
model
Black
Red
Blue
White

What you’ll need

●

4 different objects, 1 each for carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and
hydrogen atoms. For example:
o Fruit: white grapes, black grapes, blueberries, strawberry
o Sweets: marshmallows, liquorice, gummy bears, cherries
o Marshmallow: 4 different sizes / colours
● Cocktail sticks to attach everything together.
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What to do
You might want to start by building some simple molecules that you may
have heard of — water and carbon dioxide.
1. Hopefully, you already know what water is – it’s the clear,
colourless liquid that we drink. A chemical formula helps scientists
describe what makes a molecule. Water’s chemical formula is H2O,
which means it has 2 atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen.

2. Carbon dioxide is another chemical you may have heard of. It’s
what gives fizzy drinks their bubbles. It’s also made when cars,
lorries and other things burn fuels. Carbon dioxide has the formula
CO2, which means it has 1 atom of C, or carbon, and 2 of O, or
oxygen. Because carbon always has to have 4 bonds for each atom,
and oxygen always has to have 2, it looks a bit more complicated
than the water molecule.

3. Now that you’ve become an expert on chemical modelling, you can
move onto more advanced chemicals…even medicines! Start from
a carbon/white grape and attach a stick (or 2 if in the drawing
there are 2 lines connecting 2 atoms). On the other side attach the
next atom/fruit. Congratulations, you formed a chemical bond!

Image credit: Dr. Mattia Cocco, WCAIR
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Now, add another atom and so on until you build the whole
molecule. Watch out with the sticks because you can hurt other
people if not used correctly.

You can find many, many different
chemical molecules if you look on
the internet. Here are a couple that
you might have heard of:
● Ethanol:

● Ibuprofen:
Image credit: Dr. Mattia Cocco, WCAIR

Take it Further
What about inventing your own molecule? You can create any molecule
you want — so long as you follow the rules about the number of bonds!

Note to adults
These are just suggestions of what to use. They can be adapted to
anything you have more available. Release your imagination and try to
build molecules in the most extravagant way! Why not use Google to find
more fun molecules?
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Teasing Tessellation
Molecules inside crystals have to fit together with no spaces — they have
to tessellate. The same arrangement repeats over and over to fill the
whole crystal. Repeating patterns like this can be very beautiful, as well as
useful.
Look around your home and find as many examples as you can. Floor tiles,
wallpaper patterns, fabric and even kitchen roll have repeating patterns.
Have a go at making your own repeating pattern — you make one by
colouring, tiling simple shapes, or try to make your own tessellating shape.

Get colouring!
There are some simple colouring sheets at the end of this document.
Colour them in to make repeating patterns — this can be a great way to
relax! Older girls can have a go at colouring the final page, which has tiling
fish

Get tiling!
Print out and then cut out the
different shapes on the following
pages. Which can you tessellate
on their own? Remember that
there should be no gaps left.
Experiment
with
making
combinations of shapes to make
more complex tiling patterns.
You can also make your own
tessellating tiles. Draw a square
5 cm x 5 cm on a piece of card
and cut it out. Put the letters
PART in each corner (this will
help us assemble the shape later).
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Now draw two wiggly lines, one horizontal and one vertical, and then
cut along the lines to make four pieces.

Now assemble your shape with the letters in the centre, to spell TRAP.
Use tape to stick the pieces together.

Now — TESSELLATE! Use your shape as a tiling template and get
colouring. Why not make your own wrapping paper?
For Guides, this activity can be used for the “A night on the tiles” activity
in the Innovate Stage 4 Skills Builder.
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Female Scientists
Do you know any famous female scientists? We’ll be meeting some later
on today, but why not start doing some research now?

Who are they?
There are many famous female scientists who have made pioneering
discoveries. These have revolutionised the way medicines are designed
today. Sadly, not all of them are household names.
Have you heard of Dorothy Hodgkin? She’s a British chemist who
developed a technique that used X-rays to determine chemical structures.
This led to revolutionary treatments for bacterial infections, Alzheimer’s
disease, and diabetes. Or Rosalind Franklin? A British chemist who
contributed to determining the structure of DNA. This revolutionised how
we understand genetics and hereditary diseases.
This is a great opportunity to learn about a female scientist and their
contributions to science!

What you’ll need:
Pen/Paper
Access to the internet — please ask an adult’s permission

What to do:
1. Choose a famous woman scientist.
2. Find out about what famous discoveries she made. How has their
work contributed to the field of medicine? Has their research made
an impact on how new medicines are designed today?
3. Write a poster, story or a poem to tell people about what you
discovered.
Here’s a handy link to get you started:
https://www.factinate.com/people/40-groundbreaking-facts-femalescientists/

